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r1.0 INTRODUCTION
It has become an increasingly emphasized desire of the managers of large scale
computer centers to make objective, verifiable statements about computer perfor-
mance and capacity. This desire has become more urgent as it has become more
difficult of achieving. The complexity of operation that has made the intuitive
concepts of computer performance unreliable has made the previously parttime art
of computer evaluation a specialized discipline.
In previous generations of computers, prior to processing multiple runs simultane-
ously and configuring central processing units and peripherals with plug-in
flexibility, performance evaluation was a simple consideration of runs processed
per unit time.	 Sophisticates of the art dealt with CPU time and some sources of
'	 delay.	 To configure a system to a workload one considered average instructions,
amounts of data, processor cycle times and output speeds.
	 All tasks were pro-
cessed serially, one after the other, and system impact was calculated by summing
.	 up the component times of a few prototype jobs.
	 Systems were tuned by watching`
them run.
Performance evaluation in the multiprogramming/multiprocessing generation is ut-
terly transformed. 	 At any moment, numerous runs are active within the computer,
competing for services from all system components.
	 The same run may compete
simultaneously for different computer services.	 The impact of a run on system
performance is a function of the total workload during the life of the run.
	 The
history of a program's activity in the computer system is never exactly the same
for any two executions.
The Slidell Computer Complex (SCC) operates Univac 1108 computer systems in sup-
port of batch and terminal applications. 	 User requirements vary widely in terms
of program size, processor requirements and mass storage usage. 	 The environment
is in every way typical of a large scale, open shop computer facility. ±
The SCC conducts an ongoing analysis of U1108 work flow to establish capacity
estimates and to measure performance.	 A major goal has been to define the caps-
city function in terms of two independent classes of variables-computer configuration v
and workload profile. 	 It is recognized that variations in system performance result
from changes in both the physical structure of the machine and the requirements
structure of the workload.
A number of approaches to performance evaluation have beer: considered at the SCC.
Attaching electronic probe monitors to various critical system components is being
considered.	 System performance has been monitored by a special software implemen-
tation (Software Instrumentation Program - SIP).
	
Repression analysis has been used
to find linear relationships between CPU accumulations andselected measureable
parameters.	 Reasonable capacity estimates have been obtained from regression d
- analysis but the equations are difficult to adjust for changing environments. 	 It r^
is not always apparent how the so-called independent variables respond to drastic
shifts in workload and configuration.
	 This shortcoming is fundamental.	 The re-
latior_ship between meaningful independent variables and systemperformance is not
+	 expressable as a regression curve.	 Trend analysis fails when the trend changes. r'	 a
The SCC's most recent performance evaluation tool, a U1108 performance model,
considers the computer to be a network of service_ centers. 	 The workload is con-
ceived as a set of service requests.
	
Each request is queued and processed under
control of user programs and system software.
	 Capacity is defined as the work
level at which the network saturates. 	 The configuration and workload are defined.
1 ^
In terms of independent, predictable parameters. Queueing theory is used to
calculate the work flow dynamics. Section 2.0 describes a brief, intuitive
development of the theory. Section 3.0 describes the model. Section 4.0 is a
detailed development of the numeric techniques used in the model. An example
of model application is presented in Section 5.0. Section 6.0 is a user's
guide to the computer program implementing the model and Section 7.0 presents
the program listing.
2.0 SERVICE QUEUES
If a service center is busy at the time a request for services arrives, a wait
period (or queue time) accrues. The average queue time for a series of requests
can be estimated by queueing theory.
Consider a service center as depicted below:
SERVICE
Arriving Requests	 CENTER
	
Completed Requests
Each service request has two attributes that determine its interaction with the
service center: its arrival time and the amount of service requested. The
service center's performance is determined by the number of servers (the number
of simultaneous requests that it can serve) and the processing rate of each ser-
ver. Estimation of these parameters allows calculation of the probability of an
arrival in an arbitrary time period and the probability of all servers being
busy at the time of an arrival. The probability of an arbitrary wait period may
then be expressed and integrated with respect to time to yield the average wait
time.
To estimite the probability of an arrival in an arbitrary interval of time, two
assumpt-iuns are made to simplify the calculations:
i. The probability of an arrival in t seconds is proporational to t
i.e.the longer the wait for a service request, the greater the
chances of receiving one).
ii. The probability of more than one arrival in t seconds shrinks
faster than t (i.e.arrivals are sequential and not clustered).
These assumptions allow the probability of arrival to be expressed by the Poisson
distribution:	 n
-at
P (n arrivals in time t) - -n-T-
Q
where a is the average arrival rate.
NOTE: 1te notation P(X) will be used to denote "the probability of event X".
t
t
1
2
L
-	 i it	 id	 t'	 1 d t a	 o t' 1	 t t'o	 f th	 i	 tS m ar cons era ions ea o n exp ne is represen a L n o 	 e sery ce ra e.
P (n requests serviced in time t) -e bt
where b is the average service rate.
Using these probability distributions, we can express the average queue time in
terms of
L. the average arrival rate,
ii. the average service rate, and
iii. the number of servers.
For the U1108 performance model, the number of servers is a computer configura-
tion parameter. The average service rate is a function of workload and config-
uration. The average arrival rate may be considered an independent variable in
the queue calculation; for a given arrival rate, a determinable queue time results.
If we assume that queued results are processed on a first-come first-served basis
and that requests do not defect from the queue before being served, then a simple
queue time calculation can be formulated. The derivation involves development of
differential equations for two cases.
case 1. There is no arrival in an arbitrarily small period of time.
case 2. There is exactly one arrival in an arbitrarily small period.
With the assumption of Poisson arr
since the arrivals do not cluster.
1PcC
QUEUE (A,B,C) = ( 	 (C!(C
ivals, these two cases are the only two possible
Average queue time can be expressed as;
PcC	 c pc-i	 -1
C! (D-P)) E((C -i) !^	 if, and only
i=1	 if, BC> A
where A = average arrival rate
B = average service rate
C = number of servers
P = A/B
It should be noted that if A is greater than or equal to BC, the average queue
time is infinite and the service center is saturated. That is, if the arrival
rate exceeds the product of the service rate and the number of servers, the
service center is overloaded. Capacity is conceived as the upper limit of
arrival rates that do not exceed the service rate times the number of servers.
Within a network of service centers, the capacity for the network is the lowest
input rate which saturates one of the centers.
3.0 WORKFLOW MODEL
To model the U1108 workflow, we wish to know what happens to a computer task (run)
during its active life in the computer. We know that part of this time is spent
in the service queues. Other delays occur that are related to the structure of
the run and the state of the computer system.
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We may categorize this elapsed time as:
i. service time,
ii. service queue time,
iii. memory queue time,
u. voluntary delay time, and
v. involuntary delay time.
Service time includes the CPU time and the I/O traffic time. CPU time is a func-
tion of the instruction sequence of the run and the CPU/main memory cycle speed.
I/O traffic time is a function of data words transferred, record size, and the
speed of the I/O device. Since a given run may have its I/O requirements serviced
by a variety of devices, each with its own speed, the service time is dependent on
the probability of using a specific I/O device. These probabilities will be called
the I/O traffic patterns.
Service queue time is the wait period for CPU and I/O traffic services.
Memory queue time is the wait period prior to receiving an allocation of main
memory.- This allocation must be long enough to encompass both the service and
service queue times.
Voluntary delay time includes periods when the run is temporarily requesting no
services. Such delays typically occur on interactive runs input from demand
terminals when the user is not transmitting requests.
Involuntary delay time consists of periods when the run is prevented from making
service requests. The usual cause is a request for I/O from a magnetic tape
servo before a tape has been physically mounted.
Runs, of course, do not accumulate elapsed time as might be implied by this cate-
gorization, getting all the service queue time, then all the service time, then
all voluntary delay and so forth. The actual history of a run may involve many
small increments of time in all of these categories. This organization of the
elapsed time is important because it suggests a way to estimate it, not because
it depicts a micro view of the life of a run.
To calculate queue times we consider the U1108 computer to be a network of service
centers. The network contemplates three major computer services viz central
processor (CPU) service, I/O traffic service and main memory service. It assumes
that a task is main memory resident during the time it is queued for and receiv-
ing CPU and I/O services. The I/O traffic services are categorized by specific
I/O device.
Figure l is a general schematic of the first part of the queueing network. As
depicted, each I/O device (excluding unit record devices) is contemplated sep-
arately.
CPU and I/O requests flow to their respective service centers. The rate at which
these services are requested, together with the rate at which CPU and I/O queue
time are accumulated, make up the memory service input rate. The schematic seems
to turn the actual operation of the computer inside out. Runs actually receive
main memory allocation before CPU and I/O services. However, to calculate the
main memory queue time, it is necessary first to calculate the CPU and I/O queues
since this wait time is part of the main memory service request rate.
IS POCT-PAGN
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The model also includes estimates of voluntary and involuntary delay time. These
estimates plus service requests and queue times provide an average elapsed time
estimate for a given work input rate.
As depicted in Figure 2, this estimate of the elapsed time rate is used as input
to the batch delay service center. This center simulates the operator's control
over batch runs. A software valve controlled by a console keyin prevents more
than a specified number of batch runs becoming active at the same time. The
batch delay queue estimates this unrecorded elapsed time and adjustments are
made to the elapsed time estimate.
4.0 MODEL MATHEMATICS
The mathematics used in the model assume that the work input rate, the computer
configuration and the workload profile are given. Performance parameters are
computed from these three major variables.
4.1 WORKLOAD INPUT RATE
The operating system of the U1108 computer calculates an estimate of service
requirements called the Standard Unit of Processing (SUP). The SUP accumulates
the CPU time used by a run and estimates the I/O time. Taken collectively for
all runs processed in a unit period of time, the SUP provides an estimate of the
total service requirements.
The accuracy of the SUP estimate is variable. CPU time is taken from the internal
clock and is an accurate measure of the requirements of a run except that all
functions of the operating system are not included. The I/O time is estimated,
based on words transferred, average access time and transfer times. The estimate
assumes that I/O occurs on the mass storage device requested by the run even
though another physical device may have been substituted by the operating system.
The CPU and I/O time used to perform executive requests and execute control card
functions are estimated from a table of fixed charges. The accuracy of these
fixed charges may vary from run to run and it is also not apparent how much of
the charge represents CPU time and how much I/O time.
These accuracy problems not withstanding the SUP is the best available estimate
of collective service requirements. Benchmark runs indicate that it is accurate 	 i
enough.
It is used by the model as the basic measure of performance. The computer input
rate is expressed in terms of SUP hours per hour of effective computer time.
Effective computer time is defined as the time the computer produces output. It	 a
excludes downtime, idle time and the apparently productive time spent on runs
which are active `and, therefore, lost when a system failure occurs.
L,
4.2 WORKLOAD PROFILE
The workload is profiled in terms of its impact on each element of the model.
Specifically, the workload profile includes the following:
1. Rc _ the rate of CPU requirements expressed as CPU time per SUP.
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2. RI . the rate of I /O requirements expressed as words transferred Par SUP.
3. P(n) - the probability a given I /O request occurs on device n.
4. W(n) = the average words per I /O request for device n.
5. D - the ratio of demand to batch runs.
6. RM = magnetic tapes requested per unit of effective time.
7. RR = the rate at which runs are initiated expressed as runs per SUP.
4.3 COMPUTER CONFIGURATION
r
The model definition of the configuration consists of the following:
1. M = amount of main memory available to the user.
2. Nc = the number of CPU's.
3. NI (n) = the number of I/O requests for device type n that may be
processed simultaneously.
4. RA(n) = the average access time for device n.
5. RT (n) = the transfer rate for device n.
6. LB = the maximum batch runs allowed active simultaneously.
4.4 CPU SERVICE
For given SUP rate RS the rate at which CPU service is requested is RS.Rc.
The rate at which the CPU can theoretically provide service is one hour of CPU
time per hour of effective time. We may use the mathematics of Section 2.0 to
calculate the CPU queue time per unit of effective time as:
QC = CPU QUEUE RATE = QUEUE (A,B,C)
J
where: A = RS Rc
B	 1.
CaNC
4.5 1/0 SERVICE
For SUP rate RS and device n, the rate at which service time is requested is:
RA(n)
- A RS .RI.P (n) (RT(n) ) + w(n)	 R
As above, with B 	 1. and C NI(n),	 j
QI (n) QUEUE RATE FOR DEVICE n = QUEUE (A,B,,C) 	
M
a
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Y4.6 FAIN MEMORY SERVICE
Before programs can be considered for CPU and 1/0 services, they must be resident
In the main memory of the computer. The amount of memory required is equal to the
program size and varies greatly from one task to the next. The time during which
the memory allocation is required is estimated by the SUP total plus the CPU and
I/O queue times.
Tasks do not normally receive a single block of memory residence time. Runs are
removed from main memory and swapped for others based on a complicated priority
scheme. A single task may be swapped several times before it completes.
We wish to estimate the amount of time that a task seeks but is unable to receive
'	 main memory. This is done by defining the main memory as a service center and
calculating the queue time from the techniques in Section 2.0. The queue time
so calculated is the total wait time for memory including the hiatus prior to
Initial load and the portion of the swap-out periods that are due to memory com-
petition.
To calculate the memory queue, we must define the parameters A, B, and C from
Section 2.0. Recall that A is the service center input rate and B is the service
rate. C is the number of requests that can be serviced simultaneously. We have
already mentioned that runs require main memory for the full SUP duration plus
the CPU and 1/0 queue times.	 ie;
A a RS + QC + 2:Q1(n)
B - 1.
C, the number of servers, may be translated as the number of programs that can be
fit simultaneously into the user's portion of main memory. This is clearly a
function of the probability that a program of given size will need main memory.
This main memory run level parameter is estimated as;
MAX
C - MAX /	 mH(m)
m r 1
Where MAX is the maximum user memory available.
In practice 11(m) is estimated by;
SUP (m)
g(m)	 SUP
Where SUP(m) is the SUP accumulation for programs of size m and = is the
total SUP accumulation for all runs.
4.7 VOLUNTARY DELAY
Regression analysis has shown that voluntary delay time is almost exclusively
due to user delays on demand runs. Regression curves have been developed to
estimate the delay based on two variables, the number of batch and demand runs
processed. These curves must be updated periodically.
9
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4.8 INVOLUNTARY DELAY
Regression analysis has shown that involuntary delay time is primarily incurre
while magnetic tapes are mounted. Estimates are based on the number of tape
mounts requested. Estimation coefficients must be updated periodically.
4.9 BATCH DELAY TIME
The batch delay valve may be considered a service center with an input rate
equal to the rate at which elapsed time accumulates for batch runs, less the
batch delay rate itself. The service rate is unity and the number of servers
is the number of batch runs allowed to be active simultaneously (variable LB
in Section 4.1). That is:
BQ - BATCH DELAY TIME - QUEUE (A,1.,LB)
where if D - ratio of demand to batch runs
DI - Involuntary delay
DV - Voluntary delay
QM - Memory queue
ELAPSE - RS + QC +I:QI(n)+QM + DI + DV
then
A - (ELAPSE - BQ) (I-D)
thus
BQ - Queue (ELAPSE - BQ,1,LB)
is an implicit function of the form
f (X) . X
and may be solved by an iterative technique. The program implementing this model
uses a Wegstein approximation to evaluate BQ.
The memory queue for batch runs is reduced by the batch delay queue since batch
runs accumulate time behind the batch delay valve instead of in the memory queue.
5.0 AN EXAMPLE,
Discussing the theoretical basis for the model does not suggest the way it is
used in analyzing computer performance. An example will accomplish this better
than abstract arguments.
The SCC has at this time, May 1976, three U1108 configurations. U1108-01 is a
multiprocessing system having two central processors and 262K words of main
memory. Direct access mass storage is provided by three types of device. There
are 787K words available on a high speed drum system designated as an FH432. A
lower speed drum device, FH1782, provides 8.4M words. A disc device, F844O,
provides 240.81 words. There are 24 tape drives available to the system. U1108-01
t	
supports interactive demand termin, , ls, batch terminals, and batch processing sub-
mitted from the machine room floor.
System 1108-02 has only one processor and only 131K words of main memory. Mass
storage is provided by 2.4M words of FF432 drum space and 88.1M words of a very
low speed drum device called Fastrand. Twelve tape drives are available. The
system is used to process batch runs submitted from the floor.
.
The 1108-03 configuration includes a single processor and 262K words of main
'	 memory. There are 525K words of FH432, 4.2M words of FH1782, 137.6M words of
F8440, and 24 tape drives available. The 03 system processes batch runs sub-
mitted both from the floor and from remote batch terminals. There are no demand
(interactive) terminals connected to this system.
For this example, we will investigate the effect of discontinuing the 02 con-
figuration. How could the remaining equipment be best utilized?
Conceptually, the analysis must define the workload and test alternative methods
of processing it. Part of the workload definition should be to assess performance
of the current configurations. Thus we have a benchmarking task to determine
where we are, and an experimental task to assess alternatives.
The operating system of the U1108 produces data intended for use in billing com-
puter users. These accounting data provide an excellent workload profile.
Tables A, B, and C present data for the three SCC U1108 configurations depicting
a weeVs actual work. While these profiles are not necessarily typical of future
work, they will be so construed for this illustration. The workload for U1108-01
is considered in two parts since most demand terminal work is processed between
0800 and 1600 hours, Monday through Friday. The profile of demand work is dis-
tinctly different than the batch work.
A few observations can be made from an inspection of the performance data. For
example, the mass storage demands on the 02 system can be absorbed by the other
two systems with a net increase of less than 5% each. The profiles of mass
storage usage on the 01 and 03 systems indicate that this demand can be met
without impairing operations.
The main memory profiles show that the 02 system typically has greater memory
demands than the other two: the average resident grogram is bigger. We also
note that the heavy demand terminal support during the 0800-1600 period involves
small programs. We probably won't want to mix the large batch programs from the
02 system with the small demand runs on the 01.
The service requirements for all three systems can be seen in figures 3, 4, and 5
which depict the SUP rate as a function of time. It is apparent that service
requirements build during the 0800-1600 hour time period for tine 01 and 03 sys-
tems. We will want to provide this same response even after the work from the
02 is absorbed.
To benchmark the current configuration, the model was run using the actual work-
loads depicted in tables A, B, and C and the actual system configuration. The
results are tabulated in tables D, E, F, and G.
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U1108-01 WORKLOAD
WEEK ENDING 2 MAY 1976
0800-1600
Mon-Fri.
THROUGHPUT
CPU Hours	 22.2
Executive Request Charge
	 21.2
SUP Accumulation	 91.9
Voluntary Delay	 282.2
Elapsed Time Accumulation
	 554.4
Other
Periods
46.2
17.2
126.8
65.4
342.9
"	 rACTIVITY
Number of Runs Processed
Average Batch Runs Active
Average Demand Runs Active
Average Total Runs Active
Average Runs Not in Main Memory
PROCESSING TIME
Total Time Not Idle
Actual Productive Time
Effective Productive Time
System Failures
I/O TRAFFIC PATTERNS
Total Words Transferred
Percent on FH432
Percent on FH1782
Percent on F8440
Percent on Mag Tape
	
1120.0
	
717.0
	
2.2
	
4.3
	
12.5
	
1.3
	
14.8
	
5.5
	
8.6
	
1.8
	
40.0
	
87.4
	
39.2
	
61.8
	
37.5
	
61.8
0
	
2.0
3,683,716,352.0 4,222,021,056.0
28.2 13.8
4.5 4.9
48.6 57.3
18.7 23.9
FACILITIES USAGE
Main Memory (Core Blocks)
Average Available 298 314
Average Used 253 223
Percent of Time 50% Full 96 82
Percent of Time 75% Full 84 55
Percent of Time 90% Full 51 23
Percent of Time 99% Full 3 2
FH432 (Tracks)
Average Available 0 0
Average Used 439 439
Percent of Time 50% Full 100 100
Percent of Time 75% Full 100 100
Percent of Time 90% Full 100 100
Percent of Time 99% Full 100 100
(Continued)
TABLE A
FLj'R0DUCjBjLrry OF THE
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0800-1600 Other
Mon-Fri. Periods
FY1782 (Tracks)
k
t	 Average Available 397 664
Average Used 4284 4017
Percent of Time 50% Full 100 100
Percent of Time 75% Full 98 93
Percent of Time 90% Full 63 20
Percent of Time 99% Full 14 1
F8440 (Tracks)
^xg
Average. Available 44601 34763
Average Used 89799 99637''`
Percent of Time 507. Full 89 75
Percent of Time 75% Full 34 12
Percent of Time 90% Full 2 2
Percent of Time 99% Full 0 0
Tape Units
Average Available 7.9 10.2
Average Used 16.1 13.8
Percent of Time 50% Full 91.0 82.0
Percent of Time 75% Full 31.0 55.0
Percent of Time 90% Full 11.0 23.0
Percent of Time 99% Full 5.0 1.0
Tapes Mounted 1485 1976
a
MAIN MEMORY PROFILE
Percent of SUP Total Used by Programs
Occupy ing:Py	g:
I
j	 Core Blocks
0-10 .5 .2-
10-20 3.4 1.6
20-30 38.7 13.8 a,
30-40 10.3 6.7
40-50 9.9 5.6
50-60 15.5 10.0
60-70 10.2 33.7
70-80 7.3 13.8
80-90 1.3 2.2
90-100 .7 .1
100-110 .1 1.1
110-120 .2 1.1
120-130 .8 1.1
130-140 1.1 .6
140-150 .3
150-160 6.4
(continued) 9
Table A Cont.
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U1108 -02 WORKLOAD
MEEK ENDING 2 MAY 1976
THROUGHPUT
CPU Hours	 15.5
Executive Request Charge	 3.9
SUP Accumulation 	 82.0
Voluntary Delay	 1.5
Elapsed Time Accumulation
	 97.2
G
ACTIVITY
Number of Runs Processed 	 77.0
Average Batch Runs Active
	 1.2
Average Demand Runs Active	 0.0
Average Total Runs Active	 1.2
Average Runs Not in Main Memory .0
PROCESSING TIME
Total Time Not Idle 111.8
Actual Productive Time 89.9
Effective Productive Time 82.7
System Failures 1.0
I/O TRAFFIC PATTERNS
Total Words Transferred 1,752,952,368.0
Percent on FH432 10.0
Percent on Fastrand 79.4
Percent on Mag Tape 10.6 a
FACILITIES USAGE
Main Memory (Core Blocks)
Average Available 162
Average Used 134
Percent of Time 50%o Full 85
Percent of Time 75% Full 84
Percent of Time 90% Full 72
Percent of Time 99% Full 0
FH432 (Tracks) 4
Average Available 406
Average Used 910
Percent of Time 50% Full 100
!	
Percent of Time 75% Full 13
Percent of Time 90% Full 0
Percent of Time 99% Full 0
Fastrand (Track)
Average Available
b,
37506
Average Used 11646
Percent of Time 50% Full 0
Percent of Time 75% Full 0
Percent of Time 90% Full 0
Percent of Time 99% Full 0
TABLE B
f 15
k
34.1
.2
2.1
.l
.0
7.6
14.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
2.0
.0
21.2
18.8
9.7
2.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
192.0
FACILITIES USAGE (Cont.)
Tape Units
Average Available
.Average Used
Percent of Time 50% Full
Percent of Time 75% Full
Percent of Time 90% Full
Percent of Time 99% Full
Tapes Mounted
MAIN MEMORY PROFILE
Percent of SUP Total Used by Programs
Occupying:
Core Blocks
0-10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
90-100
100-110
110-120
120-130
130-140
140-150
150-160
FACILITIES USAGE
Main Memory (Core Blocks)
Average Available 318.0
Average Used 260.0
Percent of Time 50% Full 94.0
Percent of Time 75% Full 76.0
Percent of Time 90% Full 38.0
Percent of Time 99% Full 2.9
FH432 (Tracks)
Average Available 0.	
Average Used 293
Percent of Time 50% Full 100
Percent of Time 75% Full 100
Percent of Time 90% Full 100
Percent of Time 99% Full 100
FH1782 (Tracks)
Average Available 177
Average Used 2164
Percent of Time 50% Full 100
Percent of Time 75% Full 98
Percent of Time 90% Full 77
Percent of Time 99`/o Full 10
TABLE C
s
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U1108-03 WORKLOAD
WEEK ENDING 2 MAY 1976
THROUGHPUT
CPU Hours 51.7
Executive Request Charge 25.6
SUP Accumulation 176.7
Voluntary Delay 19.2
Elapsed Time Accumulation 569.3
ACTIVITY
Number of Runs Processed 1301.0
'	 Average Batch Runs Active 5.7
Average Demand Runs Active 0.0
Average Total. Runs Active 5.7
Average Runs Not in Main Memory 1.9
PROCESSING TIME
Total Time Not Idle	 123.0
Actual Productive Time	 115.3
Effective Productive Time
	 99.4
System Failures	 1.0
I/O TRAFFIC PATTERNS
Total Words Transferred	 6,723,282,496.0
Percent on FH432	 15.6
Percent on FY1782	 1.7
Percent on F8440	 59.8
Percent on Mag Tape	 22.9
F8440 (Tracks)
Average Available 25936
Average Used 50864
Percent of Time 50% Full 79
Percent of Time 75% Full 32
Percent of Time 90% Full 3
Percent of Time 99% Full 0
Tape Units
Average Available 9.3
Average Used 14.7
Percent of Time 50% Full 75
Percent of Time 75% Full 24
Percent of Time 90% Full 7 r'
Percent of Time 99% Full 2
Tapes Mounted 3547
MAIN MEMORY PROFILE
Percent of SUP Total Used by Program
Occupying;
Core Blocks
0-10 .2
10-20 .6
20-30 11.9
30-40 7.9
40-50 7.6
50-60 23.5
60-70 24.2
70-80 13.4
80-90 1.1 ?
90-100 1.1
100-110 1.8
110-120 1.3
-120 130 .5 A
130-140 .8
^
140-150 1.2
150-160 1.9
160-170 0.0
170-180 0.0
180-190 .3 ai
190-200 .5
200-210 0.0
210-220 .4
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U1108-01 MODEL BENCHMARK
DAY SHIFT
WORKLOAD FROM W/E 2 M,4Y 1976
Runs SUPS I/O CPU Memory Batch Voluntary Involuntary Percent
get Per Per Queue Queue Queue Queue Delay Delay Saturation
0AP4aj Hour Hour Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr.rlP`ejcg
4 )29.8 2.45 .0169 .581 .0317 .096 7.14 2.98 71
31.6 2.60 .0212 .741 .0591 .120 7.58 3.16 75
32.6 2.67 .0237 .835 .0809 .134 7.80 3.25 77
33.4 2.74 .0263 .941 .1110 .150 8.01 3.34 80
34.3 2.82 .0292 1.050 .1540 .168 8.22 3.43 82
35.2. 2.89 .0322 1.190 .2140 .191 8.43 3.51 84
36.1 2.96 .0354 1.340 .3020 .217 8.64 3.59 86
36.9 3.03 .0389 1.510 .4340 .249 8.85 3.69 88
37.8 3.10 .0425 1.700 .6390 .291 9.05 3.77 90
38.6 3.17 .0464 1.910 .9730 .351 9.25 3.85 92s,
V 39.5 3.24 .0504 2.160 1.5600 .441 9.45 3.94 94
Qt-, 4,t 40.5 3.32 .0558 2.520 3.2400 .681 9.70 4.04 96
j 1.7 3.42 .0626 3.040 17.2000 -- 9.98 4.16 99y
72.1 3.45 .0650 3.250 74.4000 -- 10.10 4.20 100
N	 C+
C
LI L 	 nruvY.::u,s.iS^..^.	 Lr..n. s..0	 1st•`	 •;&f.:.s.YN11! t,.ws^ . 	 ..rs `r:^ xui>>u.L,rsu 	 -	 _
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U1108-01 MODEL BENCHMARK
NIGHT SHIFT
WORKLOAD FROM W/E 2 MAY 1976
Runs SUPS 1/0 CPU Memory Batch Voluntary Involuntary
Per Per Queue Queue Queue Queue Delay Delay Percent
Hour Hour Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr. Saturation
LIP a tt 1l	 ngJ11.6 2.05 .008 .361 .036 .924 .891 2.40 70
12.0 2.13 .004 .415 .048 1.070 .924 2.49 72
12.5 2.20 .010 .476 .063 1.230 .958 2.58 75
12.9 2.28 .011 .545 .369 .991 2.68 77
13.6 2.36 .013 .622 .497 1.020 2.77 80
13.8 2.43 .015 .710 .678 1.060 2.86 83
14.2 2.51 .017 .809 .944 1.090 2.95 85
I' 14.7 2.59 .019 .921 1.350 1.120 3.03 88	 p
15.1 2.66 .021 1.050 2.030 1,.160 3.12 91
15.5 2.74 .024 1.190 3.260 1.190 3.21 93
Sarl,raC
15.9 2.81 .026 1.360 6.020 1.220 3.30 96
eve1on 16.4 2.89 .029 1.550 16.000 1.250 3.39 98n,
w	 ^' 16.7 2.94 .032 1.720 231.000 1.270 3.45 100
fD
c
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U1108-02 MODEL BENCHMARK
WORKLOAD FROM WE 2 MAY 1976
Runs SUPS I/O
O	
`firit.,?
Per Per Queueelf Hour Hour Per Hr.
,94 1.00 .102
1.01 1.08 .132
1.09 1.16 .168
se't 1.16 1.24 .211
Le ei o 1.24 1.32 .263J)
1.31 1.40 .325
1.39 1.48 .399
HwN	 Q'
N
CPU Memory Batch Voluntary Involuntary Percent
Queue Queue Queue Delay Delay Saturati(
Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr.
.073 0 1.00 .020 .175 68
.088 .671 .021 .189 73
.104 1.050 .023 .203 78
.122 1.730 .024 .217 84
.142 3.210 .025 .231 89
.164 7.800 .027 .245 95
.188 131.000 .028 .259 100
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E U11.08-03 MODEL BENCHMARK
t^
WORKLOAD FROM W/E 2 MAY 1976
Runs SUPS I/O CPU	 Memory Batch Voluntary Involuntary
Per Per Queue Queue	 Queue Queue Delay Delay Percent
t	 Open crUa Hour Hour Per Hr. Per Hr.	 Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr. Saturation j
Leejng
111.3 1.54 .050 1.39	 0 1.40 .194 2.32
85
.	 t 11.0 1.62 058 1.72	 .553 .203 2.44
89
at. 12.5 1.70 .068 2.15	 1.38 .213 2.56 93
yej 13.1 1.78 .079 2.72	 5.62 .223 2.68 98
113.4 1.82 .085 3.09	 29.9 .228 2.74 100
N	 Q'
f
j
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Looking first at the U1108-01 system and the heavy day snits workload (Table D),
notice the sudden buildup in the memory queue prior to the saturation level. It
is the memory queue which overloads first, causing system saturation. The CPU
queue is the second most critical while the I/O queue shows capacity still avail-
able at system saturation.
Recall that CPU and I/O queue times as well as the SUP rate are included in the
memory queue input rate. Therefore, we may think of these three elements as
causing memory saturation. The CPU queue buildup is critical since it tends to
push the memory quette into a saturation condition. Notice that the CPU queue at
the actual operating level is about 1/5 of the SUP rate while at the saturation
level it is nearly equal to the SUP rate. This indicates that the CPU queue is
the most important contributor to the overloading of the memory queue (given the
program-size profile and memory availability actually experienced).
A modeling distortion can be seen in the failure of the batch queue to saturate
it the actual operating level. Since the actual batch limit was used in running
the model, this queue should have saturated at the 71% level rather than the 99%
level. This discrepancy is caused by the model assumption that the batch and de-
mand work have identical profiles.
It is incorrect to assume from Table D that it would have been feasible to operate
the U1108-01 system at the rate of 3.45 SUPS per hour. While this would have been
theoretically possible, it would have caused an increase of over 8000% in the queue
time of each run. This degradation of response time in the demand terminal envi-
ronment would have been intolerable. The tradeoff of SUP rate for queue time can
be seen in figure 6. It is apparent that the actual operating level is nearly op-
timum in terms of output gained per unit of delay. For this reason, and to be
cc4aservative, we will assume that about 70% of saturation is optimum for the day
shift U1108-01.
Similarly, on the U1108-01 night shift, 70% saturation is taken as optimum. Note,
that the batch queue saturates closer to the actual operating level in Table E,
indicating less demand influence on the total workload profile. As before, the
memory queue is pushed into a saturation condition by the CPU queue (see figure 7).
The U1108-02 system seems to be running under capacity during this timeframe (see
figure 8). An increase of 10% to 15% in the saturation level would effect the
performance very little. It, too, is limited by the memory queue but the low
speed Fastrand drums make the I/O queue more critical than on the other two sys-
tems,
The U1108-03 system appears to have been running at optimum capacity (see figure
9). Again the memory queue is pushed to saturation by the CPU queue.
From this analysis we conclude that the U1108-01 and U1108-03 systems were operated
near optimum capacity during their effectively productive times in the test period.
There are several approaches to assessing the effect of removing the U1108-02
system. One way is to develop a composite workload profile from the work pro-
duced by all three systems. This profile can then be tried against optional
configurations.
For example, running the composite workload against a U1108-01 configuration
yields the results in table H. If we assume an optimum capacity at the 70%
level, then it would be possible to produce 16.6 runs per hour. Recent studies
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U1108-01 COMPOSITE WORKLOAD
WORKLOAD FROM W/E 2 MAY 1976
CPU Memory Batch Voluntary Involuntary
Queue Queue Queue Delay Delay
Per Hr.
	
Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr. Per Hr.
'.399 .050 .855 1.78 2.78
.453 .064 .975 1.84 2.88
.513 .084 1.110 1.90 2.97
.580 .109 1.250 1.96 3.07
.654 .416 -- 2.02 3.16
.738 .553 -- 2.08 3.25
.831 .746 -- 2.14 3.34
.936 1.030 -- 2.20 3.44
1.050 1.460 -- 2.26 3.53
1.180 2.160 -- 2.31 3.62
1.330 3.450 -- 2.37 3.71
1.500 6.330 -- 2.43 3.80
1.690 16.500 -- 2.48 3.89
1.850 148.000 -- 2.53 3.95
Runs SUPS I/O
i	 Per Per QueueOA ec^	
Hour Hour Per Hr.
1 8^ 16.6 2.2.6 .016
17.1 2.34 .018
17.7 2.42 .020
18.2 2.49 .023
18.8 2.57 .026
19.4 2.64 .029
19.9 2.72 .032
20.5 2.79 .036
21.0 2.87 .040
Sa	 21.5 2.97 .044
lPyetw	 o 22.6 3.08 .053
23.1 3.16 .058
/23.5
x
3.21 .063
Percent
Saturation
71
73
75
78
80
.82
85
87
89
92
94
96
98
100
1
`	 i
indicate that effective productive time is about 850% of non-idle time (allowing
•
	
	
for downtime and PM). There were 3215 total runs produced in the test period.
At 16.6 runs per hour and 6.8 effective hours per shift, 28.5 shifts would be
needed to perform the work. Two U1108-01 configurations operating 15 shifts per
week could accomplish the work of the test period.
Even if the U1108-01 machine were able to reach its theoretical maximum of 23.5
runs per hour, it would require over 20 shifts of operation to complete the work.
Thus, we may conclude that two U1108-01 configurations could have handled the
work but one could not.
The model results of running the composite workload on the U1108-03 system are
depicted in table I. If we set the expected operating level at the 85% of sat-
uration point, as seen in the benchmark, then we would expect to produce about	
Y
10.8 runs per hour. Reasoning as for the U1108-01 we would conclude that 44
shifts of U1108-03 operation would be required by the test workload. This equates
to about three such machines operating all day five days per week.
We may also conclude that together the U1108-01 and U1108-03 configurations would
produce about 27.4 runs per hour and that each would require about 18 shifts of
operation per week to complete the 3215 runs of the test period.
5.1 EXAMPLE CONCLUSION
The most obvious options available with existing hardware if the U1108-02 system
were not available are:
1. To accomplish the work with the remaining 2 systems unchanged;
2. To acquire 262K words of additional main memory and reconfigure the CPU's
into three unit processor systems similar to U1108-03;
3. To reconfigure the three processors into a single, three-CPU system; and
4. To acquire another processor and configure two, dual-CPU systems similar
to U1108-01.
Of these we have seen that option 1 could not have accomplished the workload of
the test period without weekend work. Options 2 and 4 accomplish the work within
the 15 shifts of the standard work week. To test option 3 the composite workload
was tested against the U1108-01 configuration modified to include 3 processors.
The expected operating level of this configuration was 21.5 runs per week. Thus,
a triple CPU configuration with maximum main memory would require about 22 shifts
to complete the test period work. one such system would not be adequate.
Of the two feasible options, number 2 is the cheapest to implement. The expected
operating levels of the two options do not differ significantly (33.2 runs per
hour for two dual processors versus 32.4 for three unit processors - well within
any seasonable estimate of the model error). The big question would concern the
heavy demand workload during the day shift period. How many of the unit proces-
sors would be required to handle the day shift work now accomplished by U1108-01
and would the response times be adequate?
To answer these questions, the day shift workload profile from U1108-01 was
tested against the U1108-03 configuration. The expected run level turned out
to be 16.6 runs per hour indicating about 10 ,shifts would be required to-accom-
plish the test period load of 1120 runs. This means two of the unit processors
would have to be dedicated to the U1108-01 day shift work.
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memory queues combined - excluding the batch delay queue) accrued per unit of
elapsed time. This will give us a feeling for the rate at which runs are delayed
because of the system load. For example, if we find queue time accuing at the
rate of ^ second per second of active run time, and if the operator of a demand
terminal made a request every 5 secor-'s, then processing of his requests would
be delayed an average of 22 seconds.
The day shift workload accrued .043 seconds of delay per second of elapsed time
on the dual processor and .144 seconds per second on the unit processor. Thus,
we could expect response time to about triple. We get the same relative answer
but a different absolute concept of the response time if we look at queue time
as a quotient of total service time. The dual processor accrues about .25 seconds
of delay per SUP second while the unit processor would accrue about .87 seconds
per second. Again, the response time triples.
As was mentioned at the beginning of this section, it is not the intent to develop
rigorously an argument for any particular reconfiguration of the SCC computers.
These examples are intended for illustrative effect. A thorough analysis would
require a better development of the projected workload. There is no assurance
that the workload of the week ending 2 May 1976 is representative of anything to
be seen in the future. We would also require a more careful definition of the
hypothetical configurations.
5.2 MODEL ACCURACY
The question of model accuracy occurs at this point as we wonder about the validity
of the various performance estimates cited in this section. Accuracy estimates may
be made from benchmark runs.
Comparing the model estimate of the elapsed time with the actual elapsed time
accrual provides an accuracy estimate. Although several months of data should be
benchmarked before any conclusive statement is made, so far the model has esti-
mated elapsed time closely (within about 10%).
The batch delay queue can also be used to determine the accuracy of the queue
time estimates. We know that this queue, unlike the others, operates at the
saturation level. That is, the number of batch runs active is equal to the batch
run limit set by the console operator. This is true because the batch run backlog
is almost never empty.
Thus, if the model is calculating queue time correctly and if the SUP is repre-
sentative of service requirements, the batch delay queue should saturate at the
actual operating level. As has been pointed out, this happens for the two sys-
tems that run solely batch work but does not for the U1108-01 which runs both
demand and batch.
The batch delay queue does not saturate on the U1108-01 model test at the correct
level because no allowance is made for the differences between the batch and de-
mand workload profile. This principle can be used to predict the profile of the
U1108 -01 batch work. on the day shift, for example, an inspection of the data
in Table A indicates that the batch delay queue would have saturated at the
proper level if batch work had accumulated .49 hours of elapsed time per run and
required about .3 SUP hours per run. These happen to be the attributes of the
work processed on the U1108-01 night shift which consists mostly of batch runs,
leading to the observation that the batch delay queue seems accurate.
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While this demonstration is not conclusive, it suggests a means of determining
model accuracy. Confidence can be gained only over a period of extended use.
A final comment having great intuitive appeal on model accuracy will be given.
When the U1108-03 benchmark test was first made, prior to the test results pre-
sented in this paper, it was noticed that the batch delay queue saturated before
the supposed actual operating level. The model results were consistent with a
data set that had accrued approximately 85 hours more of elapsed time than had
apparently been experienced in the test period. A check was made and it was
found that a program bug in the data collection routine had caused an under-
statement of the elapsed time amounting to 83 hours. The model was right; the
data was wrong.
This example is admittedly melodramatic, but interesting.
Model accuracy depends on:
1. The accuracy of the queue calculations,
2. The accuracy of the service requirement estimates, and
3. The accuracy of the model assumptions.
Of these conditions, the most questionable is the second: service requirements
estimates. The SUP does not state the exact system service load. The CPU charge
does not include the total processor load. It is not apparent how much of the
executive request charge is CPU time and how much is I/0. Preliminary indications
are that the model is highly accurate and that current methods of estimating the
service requirements are close enough for practical use. Experience with the
model will allow development of a better accuracy estimate.
6.0 MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
A computer program implementing the model has been written in the FORTRAN V
language to operate on the Univac 1108 computer under the EXEC VIII operating
system. This programestimates accumulated elapsed time and other throughput
parameters for input loads up to the system saturation level. Estimates are
based on a specified workload profile and configuration definition.
6.1 STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW
The program is collected as one absolute link with no overlays. There is a main
program and 8 external subprograms. The calling sequence is as depicted in
Figure 10. All subprograms have one entry print designated by their respective
names.
6.2 FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW
The main program reads the configuration and workload definitions from a namelist
called $INPUT. All performance parameters are calculated and the output reports
are written. DELAYS Calculates the voluntary and involuntary delay estimates;
MEMUTL calculates the memory utilization estimate; QUEUE calculates all queue
time estimates; and TMS14AP is an experimental subroutine estimating the tire
required to swap programs in and out of main memory. WEGIT is a MA,THPAC routine
used for solving an implicit function by iterations. WAIT, is used in calculating
queue times and PHAT is part of the experimental time-to-swap code. GAIDIA is
another MATHPAC routine used to evaluate the Gamma or factorial function.
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6.3 LOGIC, FLOW AND MATHEMATICS
6.3.1 Hain Program
She program reads a namelist called $INPUT. The input parameters are as depicted
in table J.
F
The nameiist is written to the standard print file for checkinb.
The number of words transferred is used to calculate the I/O ti=me based on the
device specifications and the I/O traffic patterns. The SUP rate is set to an
initial value of .1 SUPS per hour and incremented by .02 SUPS per hour with
each iteration.
In the main loop where elapsed time parameters are calculated, the input to the
queue calculations is prepared. All parameters are converted to a rate per unit
of effective productive time.
A call to DEIAYS calculates the voluntary and involuntary delay time.
A call to TMa'AP calculates the time required for swap activity and the number
of swaps per hour.
The CPU queue tir=e is calculated by a call to QUEUE using the CPU time plus the
executive reau st t ,-.e as the input rate. This assumes ti.at- all executive re-
quest time is spent on the processor. It also assumes that these two items are
exhaustive of CPJ requirements.?eit.her assumption is entirely correct but
recent system. audits using SIP indicate this technique yields a reasonable es-
timate of CPU requirement.;s.
The I/O queues are calculated for each device'type. In this case, the input
rate to the queue calculation is the time required to transfer the words indi-
cated ii the workload profile.
the memory aueuc is calculated using the SUP rate and the total queue rate as
the input rate.
To calculate the batch delay queue, the input rate is taken as the SUP rate plus
the memory queue plus voluntary and i,.voluntary delay tire less the batch queue
itself. This implicit  Rinction is solved by an iterative technique using a
Wegstein approximation. The input rate to the batch delay queue assumes that
batch !-uns have the same profile as demand runs. This assumption is made in
all categories of elapsed time except voluntary delay. The correct voluntary
delay estimate for batch work is used. Since batch work has different service
requirements than demcand work, this assumption leads to some distortion of the
batch delay queue when demand work is present.
The batch delay queue is subtracted from the batch portion of the memory queue
since runs do not acc=ulate memory wait time while detained by the batch delay
valve.
Output parameters are set up and written to an output file. One report is writ-
ten directly to th., standard output file and other parameters are written to an
alternate file.
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!LAME DIMENSION TYPE DESCRIPTION UNITS
ACCESS 10 Real Average access time for up to 10 seconds
device types.
XPER 10 Real Average transfer rate for up to words/sec.
-10 device types.
MEMORY 1 Integer Amount of user accessible main core blocks
memory.
SERV 10 Real Number of independent I/O paths
for each device type.
NUKJNT 1 Integer Number of I/O device types.
NUMCPU 1 Real Number of CPU's.
ISWAP 1 Integer Index of the device
ISWAP 1 Integer Index of the device type contain-
ing swap files.
USEAGE 10 Real. I/O traffic patterns Percent of words
WORDS 1 Real Words transferred per run. Words/run
ELR 1 Real Elapsed time accumulated per run. Hrs/run
CPUW 1 Real CPU time per word Hrs/word
ERCC 1 Real Ratio of executive request ERCC/CPU
charge to CPU time.
VDR 1 Real Voluntary delay per run-. Hrs/run
SIZE 1 Real Average main memory requirements Core blocks
per run.
j;	 DEMPER 1 Real Percent of runs that are demand
i
runs.
TAPR 1 Real Tape mounts per run Tape/run
RUNLVL 1 Real Average limit of number of runs
resident in main memory.
BATLIM 1 Real Maximum batch runs active.
Table J
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When the batch delay queue saturates, its value is set to zero for subsequent
input levels.	 When any other queue saturates, the system is assumed to be sat-
-urated.	 A diagnostic is written and the incrementing of the SUP rate stops.
The output parameters on the alternate fle are written to the standard print
file.
6.3.2	 DELAYS (TIPMNT, BATCH, DEMAND, VOLDLL, INVLL)
This subroutine calculates:
VOLDLL: The voluntary delay estimate, and
INVLL:	 The involuntary delay estimate,
r
based on
TIPMNT:	 The number of tape mounts,
BATCH:	 The number of batch runs,
DEMAND:	 The number of demand runs.
Regression curves are used to calculate the two forms of delay.
6.3.3	 MEMUTL (MEMSUP, SUPRAT, TOTQ)
This function calculates the memory utilization based on
MEMSUP:	 the SUP weighted run size,
SUPRATE:
	
the SUP rate per hour,
TOTQ: the total queue time.
Althc+ugh the calculation is trivial, it is contained in a separate subprogram
because of plans to modify the model to estimate actual memory residency.
6.3.4	 TMSWAP
This experimental subroutine is not yet completed.
6.3.5	 PHAT
This experimental subroutine is not yet complete. a
6.3.6	 QUEUE (A, B, C)
This function calculates the average queue time based on the mathematics of
Section 2.0.	 When a queue saturates, the value of QUEUE is set to -1. 7
The GAMMA function is used to calculate the factorial function.
6.3.8	 GAMMA
A MATHPAC function.
^.
6.3.9	 WEGIT
A HATHPAC function.
j
ff
-.
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6.4 INPUT
Program input comes in through one namelist (see table J). The format is as
follows:
Card Column 1 2
$INPUT
((Parameter definitions))
$END
6.5 OUTPUT
Tables K, L, M, and N are the four reports output by the yodel.
Table K is the listing of input parameters from namelist $INPUT.
(All rate parameters are expressed in terms of hours of effective productive
time.)
In table L. the parameters are as follows:
SUP Rate: SUP hours per hour
RU'N Rate: Runs per hour
CPiT Rate: CPU hours per hour
QUEUE Rate: QUEUE hours per hour
VOLDEL Rate: voluntary delay hours per hour as estimated by the model.
INVOL Rate: Involuntary delay hours per hour as estimated by the model.
ELAPSE Rate: Elapsed hours per hour as estimated by the model.
VOLDEL Rate (A): Actual voluntary delay hours per hour pro-rated for the
run rate.
INVOL Rate (A): Actual involuntary delay hours per hour pro-rated for the
run rate.
ELAPSE: Rate (A): Actual elapsed hours per hour pro-rated for the run rate.
TAPMNT Delay: Involuntary delay minutes per tape mount.
BATCH QUEUE Rate: Batch queue hours per hour.
The diagnostic "QUEUE SATURATION" indicates that a queue has saturated. The
following two lines indicate the values of the various queues when saturation
occurred. In this case, the SWAP or memory queue saturated first and was set
to -'1.
The values for actual voluntary delay, involuntary delay and elapsed time are
included for comparison only. This comparison is the sole purpose of inputting
these parameters. They are not used in model estimates. The actual values are
developed on a pro ra ta basis and are meaningful only in the neighborhood of the
actual run level for benchmark tests. For purely hypothetical workloads, they
have little or no meaning. Likewise, the minutes-per-tape-mount is valid only
in the actual run level neighborhood since it is calculated from actual invol-
untary delay.
In table M, the parameters are as. follows:
SUP Rate: same as above.
RUN Rate: same as above.
TOTAL Queue: same as above.
CPU Queue .CPU queue hours per hour.
MEMORY Queue: Memory queue hours per hour
(continued)
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DATE
aMOULL * FRObUl
; u3 j ui l p	 MODEE:TFST
$INPUT
ALLLbb
_
-
U	 Zr
-
.	 II	 u	 r .	 v II:UOL-	 ,
-
.	 1	 ,
. 00000OCDE+OG, . DLCCOC7OE+C'Q, .D00000UDE+009 .D000DUODE+009
.i:C'uOCuCZ'^^uII, .CCCLuCOic^6
XFER	 = ,121951 LIE4 C6, . 12295 1CGE + 06, . 13688900E+06, .16000000E+059
F	 , .scGOveccE:uo, .OULJ000C^ :Gar .D000DZD'CE—+	 -^JLOWD • ,
.UCD00019E+uOj . C LC9OL3r E +OU
w '	 SERV	 = . 2000GD[OE+U1, .2GOD000GE+Ol, . 3V000CDOE+01, . 40000UDOE+Ult
.C:.C00000E i DG, +OG,:DCGOD{OGE .OD000OODE^^O, .060U000bE+6 .
`
.CC GOLO CCE+00, .CCCOOCOCE*ou
i	 n U-q 1, ^	 _ — _- ^ 4
'r.
	 = .2DC0.i0CDE+01
USEAGE
	 _ .2820.000E+G0, .45OOD000E-01, .48600000E +00, .16700000E+00,
f .UrjCOC.^.^E+3G, 	 .PC0^7QTOC	 QD .^QDTi0II07D +^ti0^`:QDI:i;GIIOII •	 ,
x .G000uG C^E+00, .00000 COcE+00
uuR	 - .328903 7CE+GT
ELR	 = :495JUO ED	 00
`CPI7r	 = .E03a5u?zE=v
-RCC	 _ .9550GClCO[+DO
'VIIF	 _ .77520:;7 C7C:17G
SIZE	 _ .3430CDCCt+02
GEVFFR	 - .d51p0C33E+u
TAPR	 = .13MALOE+01
s—TM K;	 - 85uuQ
ExEC= .DaM)OCO:E+co
`H AT L I M
SENU
I
}
r
1
4
L'P	 R UN	 CPU	 QUEUE VO LDEL INVOL ELAPSE VOLDEL- NV L	 MAPSE	 TAP MNT BATCH
RATE	 RATE	 RATE
	
RATE RATE RATE RATE RATE M RATEIAI
	
RATEIA) DELAY QUEUE
3.030	 36.944	 .733	 1.982 8.847 3.665 17.545 9.310 3065	 189287 4.E •249
3oC48T:T53- :T37	 2. L7 1 80898.TO _6 17.72 4 9.164 3 6910	 18.313 40 Zs
3.065
	
37.371
	 •741	 2.167 8.949 3.728 170909 9.417 3.849	 18.499 4.6 •269
. u'uj	 37.58	 4 .7 49	 18.10Z . 4 8 •	 U4 4 • '279 
31100	 37.795
	 .75G	 2.390 9.051 3.770 18.301 9.524 3.704	 18.709 4.4 0291
:TTT'-33^TiL*	 54-' Z- SIII 9.1ul i .7T --T .UT-----lB -.*8 -14:3	 ":374-
3.13S	 38.217	 .758	 2.632 9.152 3.812 18.731 9.631 3.520
	
18.917 4.2 9316
15Z____76.42	 .76-2-2.77	 .2L'2____3.8`3'1r1a.96 3	 9 •684 3:410
	
19.021-__4.0 •3+4
30169	 38.63b	 •766	 2.934 9.252 3.854 19.209 9.736 3.285	 19.125 3.8 9351
-T.-T'S b	 36.9 77U-"TI09 .472 3:T-'- e-177--"-
3.203
	 39.052
	
.775	 3.305 9.352 3.895 19.755 9.841 2.982	 19.331 364 .389
:22J'39:254
	
.779 991-2:795-19:4332 .413 -"'"^'
3.237	 39.4E6	 .763	 3.774 9.451 3.937 20.398 9.945 2.579	 19.536 2.9 .441
X54 -39.67
	
•161	 4.160 9.500 3.9	 7 20.771 9.997 2.326	 19.637 2.6 •471-
3.270	 39.877	 .791
	
4.392 9.549 3.978 210189 10.049 2.028	 19.739 2.3 0510
.c T	 .L^3T
	
•T4	 4. 762	 9.598 3.996 1.b65 I O.lUO 1.6TT--T9.84L 109 .555-
3.304	 40.284	 .799	 5.248 9.647 4.018 22.217 10.152 1.237	 19.941 1.4 .609
:320--40:46T-. 6 03	 5. b	 : 8	 •661-^
3.337	 40.689	 0807	 6.`_29 9.743 4.059 23.668 10.254 0022
	
20.141 •0 •770
.333`Ti3 .89.$11^7.446 9.792 4.019 24.b7U----T3.304 -.863-2D,241	 -I.Q- .689-^
3.370	 41.091	 .815	 8.679 9.840 4.099 25.987 104355 -2.064	 20.340 -2.3 10055
. 3 bb	 4 1 .,e 	 19-1T^43 9 : 8 S7-^TT9-- W7.8.52 IU.4U5 --3-.7'9T----2U_.4 39 -4*1 1 •
y	 3.402
	
41.489	 .823	 13.178 90935 4.139 3U•654 10.455 -6.499	 20.537 -7.1 1.699
:^19`z^588^ . gZ7-- U:32b	 9-+i8^T5^-
N	 3.435	 41.885	 .831	 329170	 10.030	 4.178
'37:583+'ZD.50
49.812
	
10.555
-13.61
-25.426	 20.733
-
-27.4
G5-+
•000
I-42:061
	 .b35^77.732-`PJ-OT 14,198 9	 .4 T-21 810--7 6 . I DO
r QUEUE SATURATION
-190000000 3.3547168	 •0011810	 90000672 .0546797 .0002748
^'	
rd Opy
,n
w	 M
s,
a
•	 AANCL MOUEL-21 MAY 1976
	
DATE U52176 i
L	 CPU	 MEMORY/ 4
RATE
	 RATE
	 QUEUE
	 QUEUE	 QUEUE	 QUEUE	 QUEUE	 QUEUE	 QUEUE	 QUEUE	 QUEUE
3.030	 36.944 1.982058 1.508706
	
.434471
	
.038881
	 .000787	 .000045	 .037905	 .000144
	
0^8`3T.Z6T--:C'71U43 - f:554 C 3 b	 477239 .039771 -7. nO 8 0 1	 OUOU468	 013r- --
3.65	 37.371
	 2.166532
	
1.600794	 .525662 .040675 .000814	 9000046
	
6039662
	 .OGG152
. D 63'37 : 5E 3	 T2 6'932 Z --T.- bTi 9-131-5T , 9 1 0a 2-3 -- GD 4	 55 9 : IIG Q 15
3.10U
	
37.795
	 2.380380	 1.698607	 .639053 ,U42520 .OU01343	 .000048	 .041469
	
.OU1161
:117`3c':COb^^SCCuSti 1":750 -134`-707ZD9"043457^ :D'JC^75T	 .00!?04Y :IIG239I-`00016
3.135	 38.217	 2.632122	 1.803125	 .784480 .644417 .C,UC671
	
.000050	 .043326	 .00G169
.15Z-3S.4Z7-2':775SSb	 1 -853 	 :8724TZ--.045384-'-^Li7068b	 .DCD^i50- :0442T^:CCOI7
3.169	 38.636	 2.934iC6	 1.914579	 .973164 .046365 .00090U
	
.000051
	
.045235
	
.000179
'T -E6----3 97. GVW---S-. TG 94 -M-007T	 .0i7J05Z	 Li-4T.:! B :DG01U
3.263
	 39.C52
	 3.304978	 2.033462	 1.223151 .048365 .OU3930	 .000053	 .047194	 .600188
.220'39.259
-3:524642-2:C9593O-r-.379528-'.0 4 939 li- .00094S- .O01105+r-.D4819T" :OGG191
3.237	 39.46b	 3.774255
	 2.160534	 1.563305 .U504`16 .000960
	
.OU0055	 .049204	 .007178
3.254-39.672-4:066112-2:227 366--- i:781481 051461	 :600975-.0ujJ55	 .DSLl.,.28	 :0002(13
3.270
	
39.677
	 4.391670
	 2.296532
	 2.042618 .652519 .000990	 .CJ^JUSb	 .051265	 .000208
:Z11	 4,D-'G61
	
4.7J1650--2.1E YD - 4- 	 354 ^7 :(T5^ ^3	 --;M0f'GL,?--.i3UD'u57 ^I7523I4	 :0072
3.3C4	 46.284	 5.248029	 2.442285	 2.751070 *054674 .GU1021	 .000058	 .053376
	
.000218
3.324	 46:487-3.917055-2.519107-3:2428-17'	 .DS5710--.DuIU37	 .00[1u5^ :65445"1-:00042
3.337	 40.689	 6.528624-	 2.596726	 3.373019 .056879 .O01U52
	 .00oC60	 .055538	 6000229
3:353	 4G:89LT- 7 .446466-2. 681
 
06-4.707189 .O it3001 :001068	 .OUOL`6r-:656638	 .0070`2'.4
3.370
	 41.091	 9.679067	 2.766908	 5.853024 .(159135 .CUIU54	 .000062
	
.057750
	
.000240
:3?0 T+7:Z9I-20:µ32L°5"c
-655769-7:523µG4 :t6D282-^I7. 01IG0-;6000	 53nT4	 2v,
3.402
	 41.489	 13.178126	 2.948(.27
	 10.166658 .061441 .001116	 .000663	 .066011
	
.00C251
.4I9	 41,686-20.325966-3:043
	 IT: 215499 :Gt,Z6I3-:OD113Z--.060664	 .061I6L^	 .00625
Cr	 3.435	 41.885	 32.169522	 3.143444	 28.962201 .Db3797 .CU1148	 .000U65	 .062321	 .CG0263
3:45I
	 42.681`77.731960- 3:246993 -74:41.974 .064994:001165 .666666
	
.063494
	 .D 0026W
••+s	 6	 UATL U59176	 FAVJL	 gok
SUP	 TI ME TO	 S 6AP	 CPU	 MEMORY
RATE
	 SMAP	 RATE	 UTIL	 UTIL	 SATURATION
3.030 .GO 2453	 27.426147 .366351	 199.161409 .879227
---3-.-048 •L	 2504
	 27.V-9703 684	 .93 .6843U
3.065 .002556
	 28.576996 .370584	 204.765606 .689364
. .uL cuGJ; ------- 729 .163663 *37Z691	 ZU1-6b0!)3b .8944 1U
3.100' .CC 2562	 29.757847 .374792
	 210.620653 .899440
. . uTJ 2716	 30:3- 9 .57 bE 53--"- ZI"'f.34 9 6 2 a IT W5 5
3.135 .0O277C	 30.968669 .376974	 216.747221 .909454
. 15 : C 0 282 '31:5 63-74 b':3 617) 53`^T'T; 9 i^37 is I 4 4 3
3.169 .002981
	 32.21C243 .38313C
	
223.168196 .919403
3 0156 . '. t938'3z.P 2 i . TA51 9i8- 2 '7 49L9 6 J W43 54
3.203 .002995
	 33.482174 .367259	 229.909111 .929287
. ZU- .-00 30 53--3 4:12466 369313'23S4-C8-3 C3 .9342E
3.237 0GO3111	 34.784885 .391360
	 236.99841 3 . 9 39104
X54 . VMY31 7 1	 35.447 bb6 .	 934 L0
	
24 ),.68353-1 .94396
3.270 .003231
	
36.118635 .395433
	 244.467983 9948852
.197 .L3291	 369797234 .397458	 248.35637?-.9537-cT-
3.304 . 003353	 37.483696 .399477	 25.353590 0956530
:32G .L0 34 15
	 33:'i75 68 :4D14E9-----25 4646-F3-:9633
3.337 .L034T8
	 3'8.860387 .403491
	
260.695560 .968135
.353- .u0 354'1-` 39.590701 •4C549 --26 .051689 09729
3.370 .u036U6	 40!,309051 .407475
	
269.539478 .977667
. j6 11
	
41-. C35-'4 357" i : Ib3' 2
3.402 •UO3736
	 4107OL80 .411428	 273.937057 .987123
!H: ^I9-°	 . LU 35 33^Z'Zg3: 8615 9Tg
ji	 H	 3.435 003870	 43.26300 •415349	 2889947289 .996502
a'	 3.451 - 4-mgT`2-X4.1026 16 1.001T62
h	 z
o........	 '_. ilulc,..2'ul:.s.u5..	 1•L.,+'.:dsi^as..::uu...
	
^	 '^'..°-^	 ..:	 _	 ^__	 _	
^r a
.	 I/O QUEUE: I/O queue hours for all device types.
I/O iQUEUE: I/O queue hours per hour for device type i.	 The report is for-
"	 matted for only five device types.
In table N, the parameters are as follows:
SUP Rate: same as above.
TIME TO SWAP: The time required to accomplish swapping activity (experimental).
CPU UTIL: Percent of time CPU produces billable service.
SWAP Rate: Swaps per hour (experimental).
MEMORY UTIL; Average number of core blocks required for resident, busy runs.
Resident, delayed runs are excluded.
PERCENT SATURATION: The ratio of current-line SUP rate to that at saturation.
6.6	 FILE ASSIGNMENTS
All input is read from the standard input file "READ$" equated to logical unit
number 5 in the FORTRAN source code.
All reports are written to the standard print file PRINT$, FORTRAN logical unit 6.
Intermediate unformatted output is written to a sequential file named 11 25".	 This
file is dynamically assigned to mass storage.
6.7
	
PROGRAM EXECUTION
Pr^gram execution is accomplished by the following setup:
Card Column 12
@RUN
@XQT
$INPUT
((input parameters))
i	 $END
@FIN
The program requires a total main memory allocation of about 12K decimal words.
A typical execution requires between one and two minutes of CPU time.
7.0	 PROGRAM LISTING
See Figure 11 for the program listing.
k
I
h
f
45
1
fr e
FOR E2CA-05/21/76-11:32:19 1,01
k-r,	 —
@ADO,P	 MODEL.MODEL
f `	 MAIN PROGRAM
i
STORAGE USED: CODE11) 000672; DATA(C) 000617; BLANK COMMON(21 000000
Fr,EXILRNAL HLtLKtNCES IbLOCK,
 XEMUIL
	0004	 DELAYS
^	 0005—THSw^
	
CC06	 QUEUE
	
LLUr
	 wLUI
	
COID	 NIN7RS
	
w
'- C01I—NRE"6
	
0012	 NRNLS
—`0013—N04L
	
, i 0014	 NWOUi
r+ LTIY^ 0-2
ro C015 Naaus
_ ^_C D 17—nZ O . 1 s
	
0020
	 NWEFS
PI -C
	GC 22	NSTO P S
3TUWri -X	 N M L N 7	 HSLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE COCATION,
P
.
GOJO	 0J0354	 10F	 L 3 U	 lIUF ruuul	 000467	 120L 0001	 UULU%U L24 G
GOOD	 000434	 13OF	 GCGO	 000452	 14LF Qccl	 000125	 147G 0001	 000527	 150L 0001	 000562 160L
-L UU-I
—UD 0.2 1 -I b 1 	 52.1	 1 [Ut-b uuU1	 n"j-57 I	 Id UL QUuu	 uuu5eb	 I liull ut: u
G r,	 OCC643
	 21UL	 0CC	 000566 .220E 6001	 00^0666 230L cool	 000451 2730 0001
	
000101 3CL
'- -------- ucoi	 OtD05LI-3I. G`-COIII—LCU,33T33Tu 	 uijUT—CDTY512 J4 bZ 001—DOMT5 4O
cc01	 000657 4C3G	 0001
	 000262 70L - 0001
	
00O306 BOL COO1	 DUO310 90L 0000 R DPO140 ACCESS
LCu0G3C226-GATCF^ —Ti'JLO -ECG [I3-3ATLTA-unuOCCG2^ +Aft—QffUJ^L^OuZGtT^ATTi7[T`LCO'U^007241
- GAT
GCOO R COG245 6SWAPQ	 UGCO R 00O251 CPUH GCCn R 000234 CPUO ODUU R 000220 CPUR CODE? R 000230 CPURAT
,TJ 9-rZC-2U 3 c p 6 W	 U U
	 0602Z5 DEM L.	 CU R	 ZZJf	 rJLt,PLR UtJUUJ .^.	 75
GCGO P. COG246 ELPRAT 	 COCO R 000202 ELR CC-GO R 00O204
	 ERCC 00U0 R 000212 EXEC GOOD I	 000217 I
00 0—D^02b^I y PUI^—COGR^'COi01-TNvCC^C ►^ D^"F^OG0C7,i ZNTTC'UOUpT 000200`ISTT7^P--OCGOT^OU2^+1-KAA
GCaC	 I Cf,0176 MEMORY	 OOGO R COGCCS MEMRAT COCO R CCCO02 MEMSUP 0003 R OUOGCU MEMUTL 0000 R 000004 MNTIM
LGGC'T`LuG243-hiBA7^(^CL•t^T-d06256 F6P1iT"—G6EiII^ODOLL3-<^unt'PU
—
 LDIIO-T-DOOZIS`NUeiPb^'II000-Z^ULOI7T-NUHU
G000 2 000255 NUMVRO
	 UOJO 1 000260 NWRO GOOD R 000005 OUTPRT 0000 R 000223 QUANT 0006 R 000000 QUEUE
—`—LUZU-T-C30211UNL YL
	 uLrU-1F-D09U-4-7Z-LjNRAJ UCOO R ULM51 L	 00.2$  ITW-S-CFF
CC30 R C07206 SIZE
	 UCGO R 000216 SUM 0000 R 000221 SUPER QOUO R 000222 SUPRAT 0000 R 000237 SWAPO
Cu0C "R- GGO2 3 2- S G LPP`OOGO-R-CG0=27-TAPMFT-0000^C00ZIuTAPR
—ZOCU^^Gi?233`T7NSi^P^C00C^ R-CuU236-TOTp
CCOO R 000070 TRAFIC	 GOOD R 000152 TRAFIK i;GGO R 000102
	 TRAFIQ 0000 R 000235 TRAFQ rjOOO R 000164 USEAGE
'j am	 GC00-'a 0;,024) OTLCFU
	
ObU d-970 0	 C0ff-V-0002 3
—V 6N`ZL7UU-1Z-OLUZt5-"f"iDR- OLCO-T-DCU231
- VOCOLC—'—
GOOD R 000201 WORDS-	 0000 R CO0a26 XFER
t	 r	 ,
:u„
-00100
	 1* C THIS PROGRAM	 CALCULATES AN ELAPSED TIME PROFILE FOR
-'uu kt-OADS A ND
00100	 3* C CATEGORIZED AS
_-0rtI	
a c I*	 SERVICE	 TIM E
Co100
	
5* c I.	 CPU
VIII:, .
0D1Go
	
7* C 29 QUEUE TIME
Gil 109-8 L !--.--CPU QULU L
00100
	
9* C 1I.	 I/O	 QUEUE
` DoIC; ------- I0* C 11-1 .	 MEMORY QUEU E
CG100	 11* C 3.	 VOLUNTARY DELAY
07-1.  • 	 IN VOLUNIARY
GD1C0
	
13* C
GGICD'7§0
03100	 15* C QUEUE	 TIMES	 ARE CALCULATED ASSUMING POISSON INPUT,
001C0	 16* c ExFONENTIaL SSERVICE,	 FIRST-COME-FIRST-SERVE PRIORITIES,
DCIGO	 17* C AND NO DEFECTIONS FROM	 THE QUEUES.
C01GO
	
9 C
C:)1GG
	
19* C
'C^ICU
	
2D *L c I NP-uT--l5-A'R -At4E-Tl4-sARE PEAU FROMPEA 	 A NAMELIST CALLED
Moo	 214 C c	 $INPUT	 9.
^T01C0--22x ARAYETERS ARE As—'FOLLOWS.
00100
	
234 C
"	 C01^uD	 25* C ACCESS ( 10):	 AVERAGE	 ACCESS TIME FOR	 UP	 TO	 10 I/O DEVICES
C010C	 -26* FERII0	 FER--RATE--F-0Tt U`P-n'--l'T	 WfiO S / S E C 	 .
Go1Co	 27* C MEMORY:	 AMOU NT 	OF	 MAIN MEMORY AVAILABE TO USLRS(CORE BLOCKS).
` 121=,0	 29* MT ) .
GG1Co	 29* C SERV:	 NUMBER	 OF	 INDEPENDENT PATHS FOR EACH TYPE OF 	 I/O
u 1 -cu	 S-0 L UL	 lt.L .
GD100	 31* C NUM.UNT:	 THE	 NUMBER OF
	
DIFFERENT
	
TYPES OF
	 1/0 DEVICES(INT).
--301i,J`32 0 •UrCPuTHC-N`ur•3Et^bFZPU'S^uFI^FbI^FLI .
C21G0
	
33* C ISWAP:	 THE	 INDEX	 OF	 THE	 TYPE	 OF	 I/O	 DEVICE	 USE'0 FOR	 SWAP
-- ccIG	 4 FICES-1INT I .
CCIC0	 35* C USEAGE(10):	 THE PERCENT OF TOTAL
	
DATA	 TRAFFIC OCCURRING
GE.uD`-3 L-ACR-TYFL OF
	 17U Utvr-7L.
CG1GG
	
37* C WORDS:
	 THE	 TOTAL	 DATA
	
6OROS	 TP,ANSFE'ZRED
	 PER	 RUN
	 .
-	 101 1 U'-3a LR—TFE`EEA^SCY3-TI?^E-7SCCUYOLATF6
	 ^ OR
0o1C0
	
39* C COMPARISON WITH THE 'MODEL	 CALCULATION OF ELAPSED TIME1.
,a :3 1 Ic O----T4 Ua^};E
	
iSL s-iiF -CPU-17'.JC-PEk 15AT^ A^1TCfTti 7iN5FEF7
r	 0010E	 414 C ERCC:	 THE	 RATIO	 OF	 EXECUTIVE	 RE'OUEST	 CHARGES	 TO'CPU	 TIME.
'u u l'Gu 4Z* OFF-TF	 0:	 LKV-7TFT PER RU N .
OG10D	 43* C SIZE:	 THE	 AVERAGE	 PROGRAM	 SIZE.
^CIGa ------ 1^v EYPER:— TF(E-PERC-ENT-OF-T0TAC`RUWS-TiTA	 --T L 11 A N U .
oCiCO	 45* C TAPR:	 TAPE	 MUU14TS	 PER
	
RUN.
'LGIGO	 6 U4LVL-7-`TRE-AVLR4GE`PAX'IM)Jff-RrSTtiEN
	 .
OG100	 47* C EXEC:	 THE	 RATIO OF	 EXECUTIVE OVERHEAD	 TO CPU HOURS.
'- C., IL^`T: B c	 .A RT-TiTR-B ATCF - RUNI-T=
	
.
00100
	
49* C
—`DICE'-504
021cl
	 51• REAL	 INVOL,INV LL,MEMSUP,NUMCPU,I,,NTIM,'1EMUTL,MEMRAT
-0103	 52a IMEhSIOr:"'CuiP`kTiSOf: TRAFIC"tlG ►; YR7i"IGTTui; SFK	 ,XFLRT'!Uit
001C3	 53* 1ACCESS(IG),	 7RAFIK(10),	 USEAGE(IG)
OC ru/r—Jr 4 4 PIIT7 A CL EST . TFl-R . ?T	 ,SEH V , NUMUN I , NUMLPU,ISWAP ,
00104	 55* 1Et6ORDS,ELR,CPLW,ERCC,VDR,SIZE,DEMPER,TAPR,RUNLVL,EXEC,BATLIM
GU 1 G5 —56 B'AT- . L 0
.W,..,,.,m.....e,..a.9^»,,.., ,. ,.:t..^,r-^^^ .,_.t....v...^* ^a^ss; ,^ , i..au.....ax^,sre7^+.;n..zs.e. ,.^.,
	
_	 ,..e..^y,e..,,. ^_„^.a,..,.»+».^au...;::...,h...el^ ... ,,^... 	.,...^ _.^....,,...s+x.^ ,..,.....a......,.	 ...»	 .,	 d.^ . •.,,. ..... ..	 „ ^...	 ___n ,._..
f,
^	
a	
g	 X	 a	 ^	
.«.^w^ST^fie
'(yf^l^fy^^ttl{
' Y',y^1^I^iQii^
* 40*	 FQ MANCE HOOLL -21 MAY	 1 976	 UAIL 052176
uolEj b
	
* M	 =
00107	 58a REWIND 25
`—C 0 i IL--59 t D^ *TNPUTI--
00113	 60 * M EMSUP=MEMORY/RUNLVL
^L' 011 "v^bl * 6 R I T E-C^TN^ U
oC117	 62a NPITE
	
(6,101
OC121
	
64* 1VOL	 ELAPSE
	
VOLDEL	 INVOL
	
ELAPSE	 TAP MNT	 BATCH•$
'—^ 01 zT--b 5 * 2T: —R KTE-	R ATE
60121
	
66• 3	 RATE
	
RATE(A)	 RATE(A)	 RATE(A1	 DELAY	 QUEUE••/")
00122	 674 un=u.
C3123
	 68* 00 20 I=19NUMUNT
`L0123-59a
00123	 Tao C
00123'714 C CA-L-W-LA-TEU	 .
00123	 72* C
^rtL126	 734 AFI	 t	 1=(MG US*US	 A	 (	 )1	 6	 .	 *(	 .	 X	 (	 )*A"	 .
00127
	
74* 20
	
SUC=SUM*TRAF IC (I )
1	 75* U =CPUWv6
00132
	
760 SUPER=SUM*CPUR a( 1.*ERCC)
	 a	 SUPS PER RUN BASED ON I/O TRAFIC
00133-770 5 U" ,AT= .
00134	 78* QUANT=(ACCESSIISWAP1i18D0.1*ISIZE*1124.)/ IXFER(IS11AP)s3600.1
;` 00135	 7-9* 3	 ONTIkU
OC136
	
80* NUMPAG=NUMPAG*1
uvI
	
s (NUMPAU.[Lo Wl 50 TO 4U
00141
	
82* NUMPAG=O
'	 'G- 31 M U-1  6 m
` 0o	 C3144	 84 * 4C CONTINUE r+
7 Lc14	 -65* RU.I RAT=SU
OC146	 86* DO	 50 1=1,NUMUNT
0015 R	 -	 A I HAt I C-PEH'HOUR" Of UFLNA I `^-
00153	 88* DEMAND=DEMPER*RUNRAT
` 0154	 89* 5 ATCHfRUt,R-'f=DCH N ro
03155	 90* TAPYNT=TAPR*RUNRAT
W
p	 UU156 —91 URA'T=C-PUR-,5^71.•	 *	 U	 + DVLRALAU C
C0156
	
92* C y
....I S 6	 930
00156	 949 C CALCULATE VOLUNTARY AND INVOLUNTARY DELAYS AND THE TIME
C0156
	
9 * EQUIREU7T0- IiZC-OrR	 G
CO156	 960 C
Ld15T	 97i CALL Dn-WYS-I-TTP'FNT,BATCH,ULMAND,VULDLL,INVLLI y
00160	 98* CALL	 TMSWAP	 ( TAPMNT,VOLDL'L,DEMPER,SUPRA T,RUNLVL,QU ANT,S Y OP P ,TI MSMP
4:16	 *
0161200* SUPRAT=SUPRAT+TIMSWP	 o	 INCLUDE THE TIME TO SWAP IN TOTAL SUPS
OI62-1614 CPUU=-a-UTuECCPURAT, .,	 A	 UCWT-E'
60162	 102* C CPUQ=CPUU*(CPUR/(CPUR*(1.*EXEC•ERCC)))	 8 SCALE CPU QUEUE FOR USER
Go'163---YU * F [CPUO.L	 l'GO	 TO
001 65 	104* TRAFQ=U.
	
u.;Ao0	 AuJ-	 uu ou A-'T-u .-u1..1	 .
	
00171
	
106*	 TRAFIQII)=QUEUE(TRAFIK(L),1..SERV(Il)	 a CALCULATE 1/0 QUEUE
17' IA?* ---lT-TTRAf-IL` TI-l.-CT. u.l GO lo 120
f	 x,0174	 106*	 6C	 TRAFl.=TRAFQ+TRAF IC(I)
	
e7G176	 1J9i	 bYQ=T'FcAFC+CPUO
	
00177	 110*	 MEMRAT=SUPRAT•TOTQ
	
PTO u '	 *
	
S1. =4ULULI ML F. , .,
-	 oC2Dl	 112•	 IF (SWAPQ.LT.D.) GO TO 120
002ChM*
i.^_..._ 1x`1...1..........._.•,
	 - d
	
..a.,..m..^an^ua.tiu.Ra:x^
	a:.s..:.«.-u,.^....^.^..ua.u..,
	
.	 nrtmr.	 - - ..	 i.._... __,,.......•...^.._.t..^...a.
" 00201
	
115* C CALCULATE BATCH QUEUE AND ADJUST Sue9 QUEUE
r C [T2 C III 6
GC2cl	 117* c
1180 BATRATZSUPKAT+TOTQ*SWAPQ+INVLL
OC204	 119* BATRAT=(EATRAT*11.-DEMPER)*RUNRAT/60.)x11.-DEMPERI S
--L C C (35—IZ Ci b	 _ •	 b
002C6
	 1210 KBAT=O i
G020T—TZ7 BAT=Z	 `-
0O210	 1230 7C CONTINUE
zrr—r24 F—rcaaT	 -
00213
	 125* BATA=QUEUE(BATRAT-BATX,I.,BATLIM)
--C C ZITi—'T260 1 	 . U .
00216	 12 70 SC E ATQ=O.
CZ r-,	 z '-GO-TQ-1-Uv
00220	 129* 90 CALL WLGIT	 (BATX,BATQ,EBAT,KBAT,NBAT)
^—CC221-13 0 1 F-'i„2AT:EiE-.IF-G'6-T0--T0
CC223	 12'.'s IF	 (KE?AT.NE.2)	 GO	 TO	 BO
u02Z5'-T320- b,wATETi`=	 ti.	 of 1. - O	 M
OC226	 133 * S6APG=S6APQ-BS wAPO
:27—Z34a 65iAFG=8S 'APG-bpT
UC230	 135* IF	 (GSWAPQ.LT.C.)	 BSWAPQ=O.
JTJC.23Z--1360 1-APt^=SkA^G^B3 wAP
r L0232
	 137* C
{
00233	 139` TOTC=TOTQ•SWAPQ
c0233—I4C
00233	 141* C
% L 0 2 33—I 4 2 6 C S ET-UP--o-UT P' 17T--P'APTFET a
00233
	
1430 C
u J	 1 q ^p-{^N	 - .	 R rf`R ^.^ -.	 -10 1 W[ 	 ALIUAL IN VUM r
^. CO235	 1458 MNTIM=(INVOL/TAPMNT)060. 	 of TAPE	 MOUNT	 DELAY(MrN)
0236--146 6 L C FR AT=S'iP q A:T :VVGEDLT-+ NVCr-# TOTQ	 ca F.	 L'L-ELA'P	 .
CO237	 147* UTLCPU=CPUR*RUNRAT/NUMCPU
	
n CPU UTILIZATION
CC240-- I4ff KEFf=REFUTE'fPENSUP,^SLPFcbT70TO=AITQ.` s ffit
00241
	
149* CPUH=CPUR*RUNRAT	 al PRO	 RATED	 ACTUAL CPU TIME
CC243
	 1510 VDH= VQR*RUNRAT	 a PRO RATED ACTUAL VOLUNTARY 	 DELAY
^Q2 4T—I5 2
0.^,243
	
1530 C
—^C 2 L-3'T 5 L i5 6HIlL	 UUIFUI-ZTJ-PRIN T
' 02243
	
1550 C
--Lri244	 S 6 9 6RITL	 tb,11L).RUNRAT.
	
UH, TOTQ,
	
LULL,lNVLLtLLPRAT sV
	 •
G0244	 157* IL,ELH,M.4TIM.BATQ
E	 ,' V UO26Z—Z5B .	 RN	 F`lu	 F 1 U a I FIi:3T	 —'
i GC262	 1590 C
00261-76Cp
OC262	 161+ C WRITE ADDITIONAL OUTPUT	 ON	 ALTERNATE	 FILE
--D I i-1 b
0 13263
	
1630 WRITE	 (25)	 SUP'RAT,RUNRAT,TOT4,CPUO,SGAFQ,TRAFQ,(TRAF1Q(I),1=1,NUMU
0 X761-164s---INTI SUP RAT-,TIMSwF-,-$FOPP-,TiTLCPU,UTL'RL?i—
4 003C4	 I65a SUPRAT=SUPRAT+.02	 0l	 INCREMENT	 THE SUP RATE
! —"TJC3L5`lI66* G0-TO-3G`-	 0	 CAL CULAIL
CO3C6
	
167* 120 kRITE	 (6,130)	 SWAPQ,CPUC,ITRAFIO(I),I=1,NUMUNTI
u'J3 T 6 —I S n i3L t URMAc	 •,	 s
s 00316
	
169+ 1	 1/0',/,(1X,7F10.7)) 1II0317 "—170 A T R AT-SUPRAT- .0	 a
0000 PLRFZR
-	 MAY	 1976 000*	 UATL U5 ZI16
0
00317	 172• C
^u03IT-173• G	 iiRTTE OUTPUf	 PRLSLRYLU ON KETEIMAIL FI LL
00317	 174* C
—
'aa31^TT •
+0320	 176• WRITE	 16,1401
—100322 TT ,
OC322
	
178* 1	 I/O	 I/O 1	 1/0 2	 1/0 3	 I/O	 4	 1/0 S`r/ ♦ `
—"0732c	 179 4 2--RA•T
00322	 080* 3	 QUEUE	 QUEUE	 QUEUE	 QUEUE•./)
— '0032I^ 1811 FDIC
OC324	 162*, REWINO 25
^D03:5—`Tc3 GTiFAb _
CO326	 1840 NUMWRD=NUtoUNT+ 11
GC327--'I85 EAD+ZZS-,E^.II- 	 ♦ - r
00335	 186* NOPRT=b+NUMUNT
—Ie7*0033b UHPAG=NuMFAG+
00337	 168* IF	 (NUMPAG.LE.50) GO TO	 160
—'^?3^iT—IT^9a ^• -
00342	 190* WRITE	 16,1401
G0344—T91* 1	 16 L-MiTINUE-
00345
	 1920 WRITE	 (6,170)	 (OUTPRTII1rI = I,NOPRT)
00354	 194* 170 FORMAT	 11X,2F1C.399F10.61
— Lu33y^7 FwT(+D-Z
CO356	 196* NUMPAG=O
o L035'7—T97 * cITE—(Z7-qT4
` CO361	 198* 190 FORMAT	 ('I	 SUP	 TIME TO	 SWAP	 CPU
— 036	 9• MEMDRY—`	 ,
00361	 200* 2	 RATE	 UTIL	 UTIL	 SATURATION	 /I
40362
—
Z0Y ti	 [ ,
	
-	
=,- f NUMWRul
F 0037U	 2U2* SATPER=OUTPRTil)/ SATRAT
00371
	
203a ljwAG-'Iu9F-A ,
00372
	
204* IF	 (NUMP AG.LE.50)	 GO TO 210
a L037q----2 3 U`TF,4c;t 0
00375	 2060 TRITE	 (6,190)y
'—Lv377	 ^. y I IN UL
00400	 20E* NWRO=NUMUNT+7
04C
	
09 WRITE-ice 	 ♦ -	 ♦ 	 ♦
90410
	
210: GO TO 200
— 004IT--2IT 0RMAT-TT .
	 ,
OC412	 212• 23C STOP
^^ 4
	
•
00413	 2140 ENO
r,
k
r
y	 saao	 M	 Mu	 MAY 1976 a saa
PI S 	
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FOR E2CA-05/21/76-11:32:24 (,01
	
&ADD,p	 M07EL.DELAYS
S UBROLMNE DELAYS	 ENTRY POINT 000 21
STOF' A'oE USED: CODE(I) 000027; DATA(C) 000011; BLANK COMMON921 000000
EXTL R_N_VL_RETE_RrNCLS (bLOCK, NAM E)
0003	 NERR3S
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT- (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0000	 000005 INJPS
TLU — R C THIS	 SUBROUTINECALCULATES	 H	 INVOLUNTARY	 NVOLUN TARY
~	 00100	 2• C DELAY PER HOUR OF OPERATION BASED ON:
._-OCI^^	 s
00300	 u0 C
z3 uu	 b* c VULUNiARY ULLAY:5.
CCIcC	 60 C INVOLUNTARY DELAY:	 NUMBER OF	 TAPE Moul-IS.
U C I O C------7
00100	 60 C
F,01CI--9 C. RTiUTlNE-0n[WYS' TTTPMNIrBATCH,DE—M -ANUT,.	 L LL, NVLL
00103	 IDa REAL	 INVLL
— 
ul tU 9-LZ-ITF	 M
00105	 120 VOLOLL=(16.7/6C.)*DEMAND+I1./601aBATCH•(.0094/2.)
G01L R ET UK
00106
	
14s C
U0I 
END FOR
e	
rslbikq$9Aissii k^. u.. h s. , i. ,^++fbwxsi+W^Let++i .. ,^ , rer Turgt,,, ^ .. , -w*^€xw +aF Z	 „are... ra -  w «. -	 -«
tf RFOR,IS	 .M	 ..M r-U	 i3
FOR EZCA-05/21/76-11:32:26 14)	
1
k
aADD,P	 MOOEL.MEMUTL
STORAGE USED: CODE(l) 000015: DATA(CI 000005: BLANK COMMONIi) 000003
EXTERNAL
	 ',
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT IBLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0000	 000001 INJPS	 0000 R OOOCOO MEMUTL
'Ln UUTII	 +
N 0300	 2•	 C	 BY A GIVEN WORKLOAD PROFILE.
C01C1	 4a	 FUNCTION MEMUTL (MEMSUP,SUPRAT,TOTQ)
u0TUs	 5*	 ktAL MLMUfL, MLll.5uP'
00104-	 6*	 MEMUTL=MEMSUP*ISUPRAT+TOTQI
--00! G
00105
	 S•	 C
T,CI U 6	 vo
END FOR
tv
'	 t
a
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FOR E2CA-057.21/76-11:32:28 (g0)
BAOD,P	 MODEL.TMSwAP
STORAGE USED: 000E(l) 000377; DATA(C) 000244; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
)a Ar--REM E
0004	 PRAT
0006 vEXP
CC07`XPRr7 —
0010 xPIR
uIIlhxART-
OG12 NERR3S
Gy_	W	
SIUHAUt A 551UNMLNI	 TbLULKI TYPL9 HLLATIVL LULATIUNg NAML)
	
"—	 IIIIAT—OL3I	 ^	 ZFtiCI`QGC c	 U QT--Ot^iT^f	 DUO
	 1	 0 `T-n263 166 G
GCD1	 000104 2 '0L	 OCC1	 000116 30L
	
CCO1
	
000122 40L
	
0000 R OOJ170 A	 0000 R 000155 AN
b ' CCUO	 I	 000167	 IY OOGC I OGOGCI K	 LOCO I	 000153 N 0000 R 000173 PALPH 01100 R	 000067 P8
ZCC. H -IIC 7Gu5-Fz e,CII +zit-EIi,G CL3G-PF7AT—
	u0GG--RII0174-AA7GT3—QDIJlTFi	 ^-IILIIT7FAY"GIIU
COCC R 000162 PR COOO R 000164 PROD	 COCO R 000165 PROD1 0000 R 000163 PT GOOD R OU0171 CHAT
'000-R-GCOI7Z-CTFiT^^7i 7uG R-DG[i75Zf-5DT^^—LOQu R-IIGL^ISZ-SUFAQ7— OIIOL^R^QOQkAilb DOQ^r2^7t70GII3^A
0000 R 000157 Y 0000 R 000166 YHAT	 0000 R 000160 Y1
i
r
i
u rN7WE- OSIFOUTIFE- A-C U f
G01C0	 2*	 C TIME REQUIRED	 TO ACCOMPLISH SYAP'PING OF PROGRAMS
ucIU^j .
OOICO	 4*	 CTiOIL^^
Cc301	 64 SUBROUTINE TMS6,AP (TAPMNTyVOLDELiDEMAND,SUPRAT,RUNLVL,QUANT,SYOPP,
:, I G 1-7 a I Fi; a P^ --
031^;3	 8m E=.C1
'-0?
C0105
	
100 ITER=20
. ^106`,—rT
Ca 107	 12s kATIM=1./60.
i;01IL`	 I3¢ 6 A I T S	 TA- PiN T • V CL u E L u
GC111	 14e DIMENSION PO(5C), PB(SO)
`IICI12	 1  A, H=S u
00113	 16* SUPADJ=PLAM
i
r
9
3
1
t	 aasaPERFORMANCE MODEL-21^ MAY	 Y?6 0 10a•	 MATE U52176	 PAUL
UU117	 law--
D0120	 19•
.
PB(N)=U.
_—^,DI2TZC^ uM•-	 -
03122
	 21* AN=N
f;	 Li OUT
	 2 i* 00 sG 1= 0 ,-T-8
D7126	 23a Y=I
--c 	 L GAMMA 1v+ltyIqszUqslu)
00130	 25• 10 YI= ALOG10(YI)
k	
TJ 013 I- 3 6 a 2C L A UC—UM MA	 (AN+ Y + I qANY9S4U, SJGJ
00132 _27t 30 ANY=ALOG10(ANY)
10133 — 2d g PR= ( Y*AL0G lLr tRUNL	 U	 a	 +
OD134	 29a PT=((AN•Y)oALOSID(PLAMII-IPLAM'ALOGIDIEXP(1.11+ANYI
—3113. 5	 3 •s =	 U^am
00136	 310 PT=10.**PT
x" " 	`^DI37-32 be SUM_3GM+FR V
00141
	
33+ PO ( N 1=DEMAND*SUM
^014	 40 B i w Y	 11. -0EPAN 0 1pSUM
00143	 350 60 CONTINUE
2 00145	 6• 0 _ .
r	 00146	 37 # PRODI =PHATII,PD1
4	 —CO1-4 7-----384 T-OG
00150	 39+ DO 70 IY=1,33
w	 C^1	 a Y=1Y
00154	 41* A=Y
5	 42* iF0	 =	 a1 .-
€'	 00156	 43+, PR001=PHAT(A+I.,PD)
Lnn uC%*5T--44o YH7lT=YHA +Ya	 o
r	 41
	 00161	 45♦r QHAT=OUANT•(2ma(YHAT+1..)-1•)00162
	
46t• 0BYS-=SUPADJ/Q HA	 —'
I	 00163	 47a PALPH=L.
X0'0 PHATSZL.
00165	 49• DO 80 N=1,18
—^c017C.-----500 P AIPN-PALPH•	 a	 .-.  	 •P B N	 (r;=II	 i .-.
00171	 51* PHY=1. - tYHATas2 - 71.*YHAT +1260.)/(70.ar 35.-YH AT.I
CC i72-524 HATS=PHA s+F 0 t N	 I .-	 •- HY oa
COL73
	 53a SC CONTINUE
- .
	 4a SWOPP=WAITS*PALPH*QIN15* PHATS
00176
	 55• TIMSWP=SwOPPOQUANT
L'017T----S 6 TD
C0177	 57s C
II'JD^S s
END FORG
J
r
c ,
ft .
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MODEL - 21 MAY 	 1976 f	 4'f
, a FOR	 E2CA-05/21/76-11:32:31	 1,01
@ADD,P,	 MODEL.PHAT
j.
P
STORAGE USED: COOL(1) 	 000060;	 DATA(C)
	
000023; BLANK COMMON(21 000000
x	 K,	 NAM E)
0003	 xPRI
G 1. 04	 NERR3S -
_t
STORAGE ASS
	
NMLN	 (BLOCKS	 TYPE 9 	RELATIVE LOCATION, NAM E $
 
cool	 000023 107G	 00U02 I uuuu	 UU0011 INJP S 	 0000 R 000000 PHATu
	
H s
Ln
Ln 00101
	 1a	 FUNCTION PHAT	 (A,P)
1
` u 0	 UIMLNSION 	 P15 0
"01C4	 34	 PHAT=O.
00106	 S*	 DO	 10 1=1918
—Dri1I	 HAT= HA I• P(	 )R	 . — (J. —
0113	 7a	 RETURN
HY)44
D 1 13
00114	 9•	 END
t
LNU FU
s
•	 i 1
s
{
s
.^-
»"'^	 k	 ,.t;
	 11411^WYdne
...,_u..^... ...,.L.w........W1:Yi
	 '^'tf:	 ,<..n.n.riu.•,.n. ^'k..hit^.nvstWn.:ui....^'
	 .:	 ^^g	 .^...	
_..	 .	
,,... nixn
	 a30diBL	 1	 ^	
.4.,_.^	
yy
Fin N	 MO M Y	 *+►r* DATE
 
UbZllb PAUL
CIFOR ♦15 	 OQULUE, I. QUEUL
FOR E2CA-05/21/76-11:32:35 1,01
a
aA00 , P	 M10EL: OUEUE
X
t
k	 STORAGE USED:	 CODE't Il 000060; DATA( C) 000007; BLAW4. COMMON(2I '000000
K'
^',	 M A
G004	 NERR3S
STORAGE	 SS	 'NM	 IBLOCK, TYPE,-	 _LA	 Y	 LOCATION, NAME)	 -
0001 -- 000013	 L GOOD	 GOOL03 INJPS	 DOUG R DUOU09 QUEUE 	 0000 R GOUGGI U
r	 `
rn	 GO1001*	 C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE AVLRAGE QUEUE TIME
T7Mu -------- 7* tUR A SLRUICL CLNILR WITH POISSON	 ! NPUT 9	EXPONENTIAL
70100	 3 * 	C SERVICE, FIRST-COME-FIRST'-SERVE PRIORITIES, AND NO
C01t:0 , 	5*	 C •
1	 -_0C1ff
00100-	 7*	 C A:	 INPUT RATE
uDIc
00100	 9*	 C C:	 NUMBER OF SERVERS
.' ------ 00 ,	 , i
00103	 11* TEST=O*C
001047
COIG6
	
13• QUEUE =-1.
001aT____I4* ID
n00110	 1Ss	 10 CONTINUE
cu	 * U	 U	 =1	 •	 .	 -	 r	 ,	 ,
00112	 17* QUEUE--QUEUE *A
—gar	 * ^ y
00113
	
19*	 C
uV1714	 2uo_
F	 END FOR
------ _-
•r--^ ♦ PERFOAMANCE MUDEL - 21 MAY 1976	 DATE U52176	 PAGE	 12
c1FOR t 1SWAIT, * WAii•
FOR E2CA=05/21/76-11:32:38 l,0)
@ADD ,P 	 MODEL.WAIT
c1ADD,P	 MOOEL.MAP
t UNCTION W AIT i
STORAGE USED: CODE(l) 000202 DATA(C) 000034;_ BLANK COMMON42) 000000
E XTERNA L 
	
N[	 LI K, NAM E )
 1
-A KF1 AI
GC74	 %PRRCJ5-_XF	 I
0006
	
NWOUS i
0010	 NERR35
ul
`5T 6^ x A S S T G r. M E NT—TCL O C-K , T Y^T_,TFL AT V LOCATIO N , NAME)1
. 
	
^+	 -	 {
0001	 000 .144 SOL	 0000	 COOG11 6CF	 0000 R COM32 CC	 0000 R 000010 CCC	 0000 R 000004 G	 r
ac0¢-I-OaoaU00T_T-U,30QCOT-1C^OUO- GGO'O"_q_1	 II R UUU	 0B— iF—OIIIIO
GOOD R 000005 TOY	 0000 R 0000OC WAIT
t
tt
`DOT D 10N I S"SUB-RTJTI Nr__C7t C	 117
001C O 	20	 C	 SERVICE GIVEN	 ".
01 C u	 -3	 ' A V E R' AG `E­I_N  PUTR_A`T
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